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Cube Care’s Premium Clear Vinyl Curtains include water-repellent, fire retardant, and fits to your 

curtain track system(s). 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought day-to-day life to a standstill. 

During such difficult times, the safety of medical staff becomes more 

important as they are on the frontline in tackling the disease. Despite 

aggressive safety measures and use of personal protection equipment, 

infections and deaths have been reported among healthcare 

professionals (HCPs). The closed environment of an isolation ward adds 

to this fear.  

 

By continuing to use safety precautions, but to further reduce infection 

transmission, Cube Care manufactures high-quality transparent (clear) 

vinyl curtain, to use between the patient and the HCP. They can be used 

to surround the patient’s bed, used to cover nurse stations, or divide 

hallways/doors entries/units. Also, recommended for outpatient 

departments, pharmacies, dispensaries, and shops. 

They are inexpensive and easily available!  

 

The transparency of the curtain allows visibility of the patient even from a distance, and it reduces the possibility of droplet 

transmission as it provides an additional layer of protection. Noninvasive examinations can take place through the curtain and 

curtain allows for easy communication for the patient and the doctor. 

 

CURTAINS FEATURE(S) 
 

 Cost-Effectiveness 

 Noise Reduction  

 Modifiable Separation – Curtains can be easily removed, rearranged and/or 

temporary set aside. Provide facility managers control over open work floors so 

rearrange equipment and processes to increase efficiency.  

 Contamination Prevention – Essential in facility to prevent cross-contamination 

between different areas/units.  

 Easy to Clean and Disinfect – Easy to clean and sterilize to be used over and 

over in sensitive, high movement environments. 

 Gauge (thickness): 12 mil. 

 Double-fold, built  

 1” Double-stitched bottom and side hems  

 Rust-proof grommets spaced every 6”  

 FR passed NFPA 701 Test Method 2 

 Versatile Properties – Our clear vinyl will contract and grow with changing 

temperatures  

 Add weighted chain at the bottom (upon request) 

 Snaps on the sides (upon request) 

 

YOUR OPTIONS 
 

Widths as long as you need them. They can be overlapped to create a space division as your 

needs require or as a single unit. This modular system allows flexibility at a moment’s notice 
 
 

 

Contact Us Today to Start Your Order! 
 


